Therese Bolliger: Four Echoes

On the last day of summer, I met with Therese Bolliger in her studio to have one last
look at the works that would comprise Four Echoes. I was surprised to see that one
work, Untitled (Tacita) (2009), was not how I had remembered it. The piece is part of
a series that responds to works by other artists that have held a special resonance
for Bolliger: in this case, an installation by British artist Tacita Dean. While,
formally speaking, everything was the same as I remembered (the familiar paper
size laid out in a grid, the phrase 4,5,6 and 7 leaf clover cut across the centre), the
atmosphere of the piece felt quite different. The clovers, articulated in ink washes,
were far more ethereal and abstract in form than I could recall. Here, Bolliger
evokes Dean’s collection of actual clovers, but through drawing. They were more
like shadows than representations of clover, each one similar yet unique, nearly
merging together along the edges as they gathered in density.
The layers kept accumulating: first, there was the original piece by Tacita Dean (a
set of four vitrines containing Dean’s life-long collection of increasingly rare multileaved clovers), then Bolliger’s response to it, then my memory of Untitled (Tacita).
Each layer took a step further away from the original piece, yet each remained an
entity unto itself. I was reminded of two things: first, of how unreliable memory can
be; second, and more specifically, of the method by which Bolliger explores the
essence of form in her work, consistently evoking shapes that lie beyond the world
of objects.

Her process looks upon memory in a manner that recalls the words of Andreas
Huyssen, who writes, “It is th[e] tenuous fissure between past and present that
constitutes memory, making it powerfully alive and distinct from the archive or any
other mere system of storage and retrieval.”2 In each of her works, Bolliger is not
referencing an artwork in isolation, but her own experience of it, informed by a longstanding relationship with the other artists’ practices which naturally influence and
are echoed by her own artistic pursuits.
The Untitled series gains yet another layer of significance once moved from the
artist’s studio and mounted on a gallery wall. Nearly ghost-like in their delicacy,
they may be seen as mementos of the countless artworks that have come and gone
before. In two instances, the pieces that Bolliger has selected—Pale Fire (1999) by
Bethan Huws and Carom (1992) by Martha Townsend—were once exhibited within
Gairloch’s rooms, and are now part of Oakville Galleries’ permanent collection.
Intentionally stripped bare of details, the Untitled drawings are shadows of other
artworks, documenting the elusive process of remembering.
Bolliger’s drawings contain a distinctly sculptural quality: the lack of colour
highlights the areas of light and shadow, and her ink washes dry over time, wrinkling
the fibres of the paper so that they arch forward into space. The visual effects of
ink’s drying process are pushed even further in Interior Schema (2009). Applied
with layers of ink, each shape takes an extended period of time to dry. As these
primordial shapes shift and evolve from drawing to drawing, Interior Schema
explores the nature of form:
I was interested in constructs of interiority and exteriority: the very fragile
boundaries that make it ambiguous what aspect of a shape is interior and what
is exterior.... The forms are deliberately tenuous. They allude to something that
we think we know, but can only partially formulate. They are manifestations of
a process of articulation.3

Untitled (Tacita), 2009, ink on paper, collection of
the artist.

The Heffalump is a character from Winnie-the-Pooh, an elephant-like creature
that likely only exists in Pooh’s fearful imagination. Bolliger adopts the name in
this series, acknowledging the humorous, playful side of her sculptures. In her
pivotal essay “The Amenable Object,” Jeanne Randolph cites psychoanalyst
D.W. Winnicott’s object relations theories on the connection between the
“transitional objects” of childhood (a toddler’s favourite teddy bear, for example,
chewed and stretched into a wet mass of fur and torn seams) and cultural objects
in adulthood. For the child, the object represents a realm between fantasy and
reality that echoes art’s place in the adult psyche. “It is the ambiguity between
the objective and subjective that gives art work a unique psychological validity,”
Randolph notes, terming artworks as “amenable objects” for this quality and the
subsequently malleable response of the viewer.5 Although Randolph’s aim was
to talk about art objects in general and their interpretation, I find myself looking
at the works in the Heffalump series as direct descendants of these transitional
objects. Their presence tugs at the imagination on a conceptual, physical and
psychic level.

Since the mid-90s, Bolliger’s practice has focused on the gaps between image and
language, between abstraction and representation and between object and viewer.
Four Echoes surveys her recent work, bringing together a selection of drawings and
sculptures. Tacita Dean is one of four artists whose works are quoted in the fourpart series Untitled (Silvia, Tacita, Bethan, Martha) (2009). The other three artists
are Silvia Bächli, Bethan Huws and Martha Townsend. Referring to the artists by
first name lends the series a particular familiarity, disclosing a shared sensibility.
Although each drawing employs a similar grid format, references are made to
the specific works through both cutting the title into the surface of the paper and
repeating a motif from each piece in ink washes. In speaking of this series, Bolliger
notes, “I have constructed these pieces to juxtapose language with
fragments of images.They are not full-fledged images, they are elements
referencing forms in the original pieces. I am reconstructing them just enough to
bring back a memory at the threshold of the perceptible.”1

Heffalump, 2009, acrylic fur, collection of the artist.

By employing the word “schema” in the title of this series, Bolliger conjures
multifarious meanings, but its association with Kantian philosophy is of special
significance. Immanuel Kant defines the term as the “representation of a general
procedure of the imagination for providing a concept with its image.”4 Importantly,
schemas are mental conceptualizations, distinct from our sensory perception
of external objects. They are a generalization, a collection of what Kant calls a
priori, pure forms. As a simple example, when we consider the word “hat,” we do
not think of any one particular hat that exists in the world, but instead, we have a
representative mental image that expresses the concept at its most fundamental.
Interior Schema explores this conceptual puzzle, evoking the vague yet essential
forms held within the mind’s eye. Much of Bolliger’s practice resonates with
this aspect of Kant’s philosophy, as she repeatedly returns to the elusive space
between concept and object.
Bolliger has always worked between drawing and sculpture, deeply interweaving
the two disciplines; her drawings contain sculptural qualities just as her
sculptures allude to drawing practices. The Heffalump series (2009) is one such
example, each work consisting of a long, laboriously seamed strip of black
artificial fur that is then gathered into an intricate knot. The knots are inspired
mainly by mathematical constructs, such as knot theory and Lissajous figures.
By reinterpreting precise, mathematical forms into soft, dense artificial-fur
sculptures, a juxtaposition occurs between the impersonal and animate, bringing
theory to life. They occupy a curious realm between cuddly and cold, spirited and
silent, familiar and strange.

While the works in the Heffalump series seem content to nestle together in
various corners of the galleries, Meretlein (2002) is isolated, spread out in the
centre of the gallery. In this piece, Bolliger invites yet another artist into the
exhibition’s fold: Meret Oppenheim. In an affectionate gesture reminiscent of
the Untitled series, Meretlein refers to the artist’s nickname. The form revisits
two works by Oppenheim: its material qualities allude to Object (Le Déjeuner
en fourrure) (1936)—a teacup, saucer and spoon covered in the fur of a Chinese
gazelle, whereas the formal connotations of Meretlein—and the exhibition’s title
itself—reference one of Oppenheim’s paintings, Genevieve and her Four Echoes
(1956). Genevieve is a tragic figure from a German fairy tale, a queen who is exiled
after being falsely accused of adultery. The character is referenced repeatedly in
Oppenheim’s work. As an artist whose early success with the infamous fur-lined
teacup left her constrained by the Surrealist movement (leading to a debilitating
depression), Oppenheim no doubt felt an affinity for the queen’s misfortune.
Bolliger has dedicated much time to studying the artist’s work and its reception,
and her homage resists simple interpretation. On the one hand, Meretlein reflects
the sly sensuality of Object, its sexualized form laid out like an animal-skin rug,
taunting the viewer to caress its surface. At the same time, the sculpture has a
certain vulnerability, the two open flaps laid bare and exposed across the floor.
The use of hair in Bolliger’s sculptures, either real or artificial, references the
outer reaches of the body. While both the Heffalump series and Meretlein are
crafted from artificial fur, Ambit (2009) is made from actual human hair. It’s
a palpable distinction, for the cuddly factor in the Heffalump series and the
sensuality of Meretlein is absent from Ambit. Diminutive in scale, the wispy,
gently curved sculpture appears innocent at first glance. But there are dozens of
eyelashes (artificial lashes, but made from actual human hair) woven along the
edges. Suddenly, there is some assurance in seeing the sculpture contained within
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Meretlein, 2002, acrylic fur, collection of the artist.

a vitrine—it’s all too easy to imagine Ambit scurrying away like a multi-limbed
insect from a Kafka tale:
He had only his numerous little legs, which were in every different kind of
perpetual motion and which, besides, he could not control. If he wanted to
bend one, the first thing that happened was that it stretched itself out; and if
he finally succeeded in getting this leg to do what he wanted, all the others
in the meantime, as if set free, began to work in the most intensely painful
agitation.6
As with her other sculptures, Bolliger references the body, but in its most
fundamental state as a living being. The word “ambit” is partially defined as
an external boundary, in this context suggesting the discomfort in discovering
the body separated from itself. The sculpture is a new entity, made from the
remnants of another body. Carefully laid out in its glass case, Ambit is displayed
as preciously as a piece of jewellery, although the prospect of wearing such
an object sends shivers up the spine. Yet, as in her other sculptures, Bolliger
balances the dark and potentially disturbing with a certain lightness—a “wink” to
signal the game.
The title of this exhibition, Four Echoes, also refers in part to the four rooms
that comprise Oakville Galleries in Gairloch Gardens. The word choice “echo”
is further significant. An echo reaches out from its originating object into
space. Untethered from its source, it occupies a tenuous state of existence.
Bolliger’s practice is occupied with these fragile spaces: articulating memory’s
place between past and present, translating mathematical and philosophical
constructs into form, and exploring the outer reaches of the body. In doing so, she
continuously hovers on the line between abstraction and representation, creating
objects from the figments of imagination.
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